EGSAMP Summer School 2011
»Translatio studiorum: Critical Editions and Translations of Philosophical Texts«

EGSAMP (European Graduate School for Ancient and Medieval Philosophy)
Università degli Studi di Trento – Dipartimento di Filosofia, Storia e Beni Culturali

The EGSAMP international summer school 2011 is devoted to the topic »Translatio studiorum: Critical Editions and Translations of Philosophical Texts« and will take place 1st – 7th September 2011 in Levico Terme (Tn) in Italy. This summer school, organized by the Dipartimento di Filosofia, Storia e Beni culturali of the University of Trento and the Thomas-Institut of the University of Cologne, is aimed both at PhD students and Postdoc fellows engaged in critical editions or projects concerned with the transmission of philosophical texts. Participants will have the opportunity to present their ongoing research, enhance their competence in the field of the edition of philosophical texts and get helpful feedback regarding their projects. In addition to the presentations of the projects, internationally renowned scholars will present different concepts and methodologies of critical edition projects they are involved in.

Invited speakers
Carlos Steel (K.U. Leuven) – Loris Sturlese (Università del Salento, Lecce)
Andreas Speer (University of Cologne) – Kent Emery Jr. (Notre Dame, In.)
WenChao Li (Hannover) – Walter Jaeschke (Bochum) – Sebastiano Gentile (Cassino)

PhD students and Postdocs interested in taking part in the summer school are invited to send a CV and a short abstract (max. 300 words) of their proposed paper by June 1st. The papers may not exceed twenty minutes.

Participants will enjoy free accommodation and meals. Moreover, a limited number of travel stipends can be provided by EGSAMP.

Please direct applications or any additional inquiries to ALESSANDRO PALAZZO (alessandro.palazzo@unitn.it) or ANDREAS SPEER (andreas.speer@uni-koeln.de).